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There is no other 
place in the world 
like Australia...

NP144TA Bollygum

Our natural flora, fauna and 
landscapes feature colours, 
textures and paterns of depth and 
complexity seen nowhere else in 
the world. 

Kenbrock in conjunction with the 
Flooring Xtra have developed 
this Natureplank range to reflect 
the beauty of our own unique 
country.

Barnwood from Mallee, Kirri from the Alps, Brush Box and Gum to 
name a few. Add to this, comfort, affordability, resilience and ease 
of maintenance - Natureplank becomes a simple flooring choice for 
heavy domestic through to light commercial use.

The result is that you can enjoy all the realism of these distincive 
wood grain patterns without the loss of a single native tree.

The smooth finish is ideal for allergy sufferers as there is nowhere 
for the mites and allergens to thrive. 

In today’s environment, Natureplank simply makes sense.
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NP148 Brushbox

NP151RS Rustic Blue Gum

NP152RS Silky Oak

NP155HSL Elite Oak

NP158HSL Avante-garde Oak



NP172HSL Alpine Kirri

NP180TA White Hazelwood

NP182RS Mallee Barnwood

NP159HSL Rufous Oak

 NP164TA Hand Scrubbed Silver Ash

NP167HSL Hand Oiled Ash

NP159HSL Rufous Oak



Phthalate Free
You can now be assured that the 
Natureplank phthalate free floor range 
your children are playing on has been 
manufactured applying the same safety 
standards set for making baby’s bottles, 
toddler’s toys, packaging for food and 
medical products. 

This process also maximises it’s 
flexibility and durability, prolonging 
it’s life and beauty. Natureplank is 
manufactured utilising the latest 
technological advances that creates a 
superior construction which is easy to 
maintain and unlike timber and floating 
floor boards, won’t chip, crack or 
splinter.

Natureplank products are finished with 
a Polyurethane (PU) coating that will 
help protect your flooring investment.

Protecting your Natureplank floor
All flooring does require some 
type of care to maintain it’s beauty. 
Natureplank products are easy to care 
for and will provide many years of 
satisfaction by following some simple 
maintenance guidelines. These are 
available  
online at www.kenbrock.com.au or by 
asking your friendly Flooring Xtra Store.

Left: NP164TA Hand Scrubbed Silver Ash
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 

Total thickness

Wear layer 

Dimensions

Warranty

Planks per carton

Carton m2

Heavy Domestic - Light Commercial

2.0mm

0.30mm

183mm x 1219mm

15 year Residential Warranty

15

3.34m2

3 year Commercial Warranty

Distributed exclusively by Flooring Xtra Australia.  
See in store for maintenance and warranty details.

15 3
3 year Commercial Warranty15 year Residential Warranty

Wood Accents is manufactured in an ISO9001 and ISO14001 certified facility.  
There are no harmful fillers nor harmful plasticisers in our products and the production process is 

heavily scrutinized to ensure only the finest quality product reaches our customers.  

Product colours are depicted within the limitations of the printing process. 
Actual product should be viewed prior to final selection.


